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Abstract.
This paper proposes an extensible model distinguishing between reference types

within legal documents. It differentiates between four types of references, namely
fully-explicit, semi-explicit, implicit, and tacit references.

We conducted a case study on German laws to evaluate both: the model and the
proposed differentiation of reference types. We adapted text mining algorithms to
determine and classify the different references according to their type. The evalua-
tion shows that the consideration of additional reference types heavily impacts the
resulting network structure by inducing a plethora of new edges and relationships.
This work extends the approaches made in network analysis and argues for the ne-
cessity of detailed differentiation between references throughout legal documents.
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Introduction

Throughout legal systems various complementary dimensions inducing networks exist.
Network structures can emerge on and throughout different levels such as nations, com-
panies, organizations, institutions, people (roles), ..., and legal documents. The latter is
in particular interesting for this research. Although many different attempts have already
been made to describe, model, analyze, visualize, or evaluate networks arising from le-
gal texts, surprisingly less effort has been spent on the differentiation of reference types
between legal documents. This paper’s contribution narrows this gap by providing a con-
structive and extensible differentiation of four different reference types. In Section 2 we
present the results and the evaluation of the reference analysis in German legislative texts,
showing that many different relationships beside the well-studied citations exist and that
those can be automatically determined.

1. A Conceptual Framework for Reference Types in Legal Texts

We seize on the differentiation of reference types according to Albrecht Berger [6]. We
show how and which technology can assist within the detection of the proposed reference
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types and briefly discuss a generic tool-support to examine and explore legal data with
respect to automatically determined references.

Many attempts have already been made to analyze, extract and visualize the network
structure throughout legal texts. Rather less effort has been spent on the differentiation
between reference types. Beside the well-known citation that can be determined using
basic technology, e.g., regular expressions (see also [1]), there exist three more reference
types that heavily impact the interpretation of legal texts. Table 1 presents the different
reference types, a short description, a selection of illustrative examples, and additional
literature providing detailed information and further readings.

Reference
Type

Description Example(s) Literature

Full-explicit
reference (FR)

The referenced norm, respectively
document, is explicitly stated and pro-
vides the full information about para-
graph and document.

§81 Abs. 1 Satz 3; §§32 und 34;
§126 Abs. 1 Satz 2 Nr. 3
der Grundbuchordnung;

[2,3,4,1,5]

Semi-explicit
reference (SR)

The reference norm, respectively doc-
ument, is named but provides no ex-
plicit information about the referenced
article or document.

“[...] finden die Vorschriften über
die Hypothek entsprechende An-
wendung [...]” (see §1192 BGB)

[6,7,2]

Implicit refer-
ence (IR)

The referencing norm uses a term, that
is legally defined in another – not-
explicitly mentioned – norm.

“Wer eine fremde Sache
beschädigt oder zerstört [...]”
(see §228 BGB); The term
“Sache” is defined in §90 BGB.

[7,8,9,6]

Tacit reference
(TR)

The connection between the norms
emerges due to systemic interpretation
and cannot not be determined by ex-
clusively analyzing the norm text.

“lex posterior derogat lex infe-
rior”; Connections between gen-
eral part (book 1) and specific
part (book 2) of the BGB.

[8,6,2]

Table 1. Structured consolidation of different reference types present in legal documents.

This conceptual framework serves as a base line for the used technology stack and
implementation. Thereby, we will discuss if and how the different reference types can be
determined using algorithms.

2. Empirical Analysis of German Laws

This Section summarizes the analysis and evaluation on a subset of German federal laws.
Thereby, we implemented a prototype to perform the analysis and selected ten (out of
more than 6,000) German laws containing the most tokens (i.e. words).

2.1. Empirical Analysis of Reference Types: Dataset, Analysis, and Evaluation

Based on German laws we have analyzed the usage and occurrence of the various refer-
ence types. Thereby, we have selected ten federal laws containing the most tokens out of
more than 6,000 available federal laws. Table 2 summarizes the key findings.

Table 2 shows that the German Civil Code (BGB) contains 2,072 FR, of which 1.918
are inbound and 154 are outbound. In addition, there exist 411 SR, (=̂ 19.84% compared
to FR) and 2,570 IR (=̂ 124.03% compared to FR). This analysis shows that the mere



Law #T # #§ FR (in, out) SR SR (rel) IR IR (rel)
BGB 185,751 2,381 2,072 (1,918; 154) 411 19.84% 2,570 124.03%
SGB 5 147,621 456 4,678 (4,220; 458) 52 1.11% 426 9.11%
KAGB 113,166 356 3,157 (2,781; 376) 64 2.03% 3,701 117.23%
KredWG 91,145 208 2,657 (2,234; 423) 37 1.39% 1,393 52.43%
HGB 90,877 643 1,733 (1,514; 219) 102 5.89% 496 28.62%
ZPO 90,421 1,003 927 ( 794; 133) 83 8.95% 94 10.14%
SGB 6 84,683 413 1,165 ( 901; 264) 78 6.70% 344 29.53%
AMG 77,002 216 2,281 (2,112; 169) 34 1.49% 420 18.41%
StPO 74,887 644 1,757 (1,426; 331) 38 2.16% 48 2.73%
StGB 62,986 518 1,313 (1,234; 79) 4 0.30% 48 3.66%

Table 2. Analysis of the reference types on German laws. The table shows the law, number of tokens (#T),
number of articles (#§), full-explicit references (FR, inbound and outbound), semi-explicit references (SR),
semi-explicit references relative to FR (SR rel), implicit references (IR), and implicit references relative to FR
(IR rel).

consideration of FR neglects a huge part of the emerging links between norms of a law.
2,981 (= 411 + 2,570) references are additionally induced by linguistic and semantic
relationships. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the Capital Investment Law (KAGB).
Thereby, the law heavily uses concepts and terms, that are legally defined within the law.
The evaluation showed that those terms are mainly specific abbreviations, such as AIF,
OGAW, or terms like “Ausgabepreis”, “Rücknahmepreis”. The usage of abbreviations
and highly specified terminology makes the evaluation difficult since the demarcation
between legal definition and domain specific term becomes ambiguous.

We manually derived the regular expressions and respective Apache Ruta scripts on
the product liability act and the general part of the German Civil Code. Thereby, we
have created the expressions and rules to determine full-explicit, semi-explicit and im-
plicit references (i.e., legal definitions). We evaluated the precision and recall on a subset
(n = 100 =̂ 19%) of the German Penalty Law (StGB) articles with respect to full-explicit
references (precision: 98%; recall 97%), semi-explicit references (precision: 80%; re-
call 80%), implicit references (precision: 93%; recall 93%). We additionally evaluated
a subset (n = 50 =̂ 23%) of the articles of the banking act (KWG) articles, with respect
to full-explicit references (precision: 89%; recall 88%), semi-explicit references (preci-
sion: 82%; recall 60%), and implicit references (precision: 96%; recall 92%). The results
are satisfying but could be further improved, e.g., the recall of semi-explicit references.
This can be achieved by investing more time and effort in defining additional and more
accurate Apache Ruta pattern definitions.

Table 2 shows that German laws differ heavily by the amount of FR, SR, and IR.
However, considering those heavily impact the resulting network structure, since various
additional relationships, i.e. links, are induced.

3. Conclusion and Outlook

Beside the well-studied citations several additional reference types exist throughout le-
gal documents. We argued, that beside full-explicit references, it is necessary to con-
sider at least three additional reference types to comprehensively analyze the network
emerging within legal documents. Consequently, in order to fully capture links between



legal documents at least those four reference types have to be considered. Using existing
data and text mining methods we proposed a technology stack that is suitable to deter-
mine those references based on linguistics, e.g., regular expressions, or more elaborate
semantic features, e.g., Jape grammar, Apache Ruta.

We prototypically implemented regular expressions and Apache Ruta scripts to de-
termine and evaluate the detection of references according to their type. Using publicly
available data from German legislation we analyzed laws regarding the occurrence of
full-explicit, semi-explicit and implicit references. The results show that beside the full-
explicit reference numerous semi-explicit and implicit references exist in legal docu-
ments. In the German Civil Code the number of references induced by terminology, i.e.
implicit references, is even higher than the full-explicit references (124%). Although,
the evaluation has shown that accuracy drops for laws that are domain specific, such as
the Capital Investment Law (KAGB), the results are promising and additional effort in
training the patterns would be necessary to ensure sufficient accuracy.

The differentiation of reference types helps in understanding the network structures
arising within legal documents and can be used in subsequent applications, such as rec-
ommender systems.
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